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Two topics that connect Dark Matter and the LHC: 

 Flavored Dark Matter  
and  

The Consequences of Grand Unification 



Introduction 

• Evidence for DM 
– velocities of galaxies in clusters 

– rotation curves 

– gravitational lensing 

– precision CMB data 

• CDM strongly preferred by 
structure formation 

• Non-baryonic, non-luminous 

• Very weak self-interactions 
(Bullet Cluster) 

• Fundamental microscopic 
understanding lacking. 
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Thermal Relics 

• In the early universe, DM in 
thermal equilibrium 

• Around the mass scale of DM, 
exponential annihilation. 

• When rate of interactions drops 
below H, DM freezes out. 

• Mass, cross section must be such 
that ρDM comes out correctly. 
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The WIMP Miracle 
• Weak-scale (TeV) DM with cross 

sections characteristic of weak 
interactions works. 

• Many proposed extensions of the 
SM contain WIMP candidates. 

• Ways to look for WIMPs 
– Colliders (LHC will probe TeV scale) 
– Direct detection 
– Indirect detection 

• Hoping to get clues about the 
identity of DM: 
– Mass 
– Spin 
– Interactions with SM 
– Bigger picture 
– Consequences for the LHC 
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FLAVORED DARK 
MATTER 
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The Flavor Puzzle 

• Origin of SM flavor not 
understood; we should not 
discard possibility that TeV scale 
DM may transform under flavor. 

• Occurs in SUSY, extra dimensions, 
but we will a adopt more agnostic 
viewpoint. 

• Can ‘flavored’ DM be 
distinguished from vanilla DM? 

• Complicated in general, need 
benchmarks. 
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Basic Setup 

• Assume U(3)χ , contact 
interactions. 

• Effects virtually 
unobservable if DM flavor 
symmetry is exact, 
dangerous if badly broken. 

• Lepton benchmark: τFDM 
within reach of LHC, DD 

• Quark benchmark: tFDM 
interesting at the LHC. 
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• Coupling to LH/RH leptons possible. 

• Minimal benchmark, SU(2) singlets 
only. 

• Consider 

– relic abundance 

– flavor violation 

– direct detection 

– collider prospects 

 

Lepton Benchmark 
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Relic Abundance 

Only lightest χ is stable. 

Relic abundance requires λ~0.3  

for mχ~100GeV 
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µeγ  gives strongest constraint 

 

 

 

 

Need λ<10-2. 

Extra flavor structure needed. 

Flavor Violation 
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Minimal Flavor Violation 

In the SM, the Yukawa couplings break the flavor 
symmetry, giving rise to mass hierarchies and 
mixing. 

 

Any additional breaking of flavor symmetry is 
severely constrained. 

 

Safest setup is MFV where λ respects the 
symmetry when χ transforms like the leptons. 
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Minimal Flavor Violation 

Immediate consequence: 
spectrum 

 

 

Depending on whether χ 
transforms like LH or RH 
leptons, couplings can be 
diagonal or hierarchical. 
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Direct Detection 

Charge and dipole interactions induced. 

Charge interaction is spin-independent, Z2 
enhanced. 
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Direct Detection 
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e τ 

Within reach of next generation DD experiments! 



Collider Signatures 

χµχe unobservable 

small cross section 

similar BR, 4l final state 
is most interesting. 
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Spectrum 

τFDM1                                τFDM2 
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Simulation tools: MG, Bridge, Pythia, PGS 

Demand 4 e/µ 

•                             reduced by Z-veto and MET 
cut. τ component reduced by pT cuts. 

•                      reduced by jet veto, Z-veto. 

•                         reduced by Z-veto, pure 
electroweak, small cross section. 

• Fakes are subdominant. 

 

Backgrounds 
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Cuts 

• 4 e/µ with pT  > 7 GeV, with E12>50 GeV 

• Veto pj2 > 30 GeV 

• Veto |mOSSF-mZ|<7 GeV 

• MET>20 GeV 
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Discovery 

• τFDM 1/2 discoverable with 20/40 fb-1 

• Statistical uncertainties only, but conservative 

• Extra handles: τ’s, ratios. 
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Distinguishability 

Can FDM be distinguished from a SUSY 
spectrum with similar signatures? 

Strawman spectra: 2 neutralinos and 3 
degenerate sleptons 

Conservative approach: Do not rely on τ’s or 
cross section. 

Use charge and flavor correlations. 
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Correlations 
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Asymmetries 

Focus on hardest two leptons. 

FDM: Upstream, OS, RF. 

Slepton production: 

– upstream: OS, SF 

– downstream: weak correlation for S,F 

χ’ production same as slepton/downstream 
case. 
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Strawman Spectra 

• Spectrum 1: Slepton production dominates 
due to pT cuts. Hardest leptons from upstream. 

• Spectrum 2: Only χ’ production gives 4l. 

• Spectrum 3: Both production mechanisms 
present, hardest leptons from downstream. 
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Results 

improvements possible: Reconstruction to reduce 
combinatorics, further correlations. 
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Conclusions 

• Minimal τFDM scenario with thermal coupling 
within reach of next generation DM experiments. 

• Collider phenomenology involves multilepton 
signatures, very clean. 

• Charge and flavor correlations can be used to 
distinguish from vanilla DM. 

• A minimal WIMP DM and grand unification leads 
to the existence of new colored particles at the 
TeV scale that can be collider stable or decay to 
Higgs bosons. 
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CONSEQUENCES OF 
WIMP DARK MATTER 

AND  
GRAND UNIFICATION 
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Running Couplings 
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distance 

energy 

1 GeV 

10-15 m 

Strength of gauge interactions depend on energy 
 



Grand Unification 

SM is not special. 
MSSM is suggestive, but more general matter 

content is possible. 
Matter must fit into multiplets. 
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The Minimal WIMP 

• DM does not couple to photons. 

• Tree level Z-exchange is already 
ruled out by direct detection. 

• Hypercharge must be zero. 

• Simplest possibility is one weak 
triplet. 

• Mass ~2.5 TeV, phenomenology 
outlook bleak. 
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Possibilities for Unification 

Minimal WIMP + SM won’t unify 

Need additional matter. Assume no additional 
mass scales. Fermions to avoid fine tuning. 

New particles must be of ‘unifiable’ form. Many 
candidates. 
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Possibilities for Unification 

Allow for error bars in  

– our knowledge of the coupling constants, 

– the mass of the DM particle, 

– the mass of additional matter [300 GeV, 10 TeV]. 

Assume  

– no more than three types, 

– no more than three flavors per type, 

– Reasonable unification scale and coupling strength. 

~20 possibilities 
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Common Features 

In order to make robust statement 
about collider phenomenology, 
look for common features. 

• New colored particles at TeV 
scale. 

• Lighter than DM. Needs to decay 
to SM. 

• Always possible to write Yukawa 
coupling. 
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A Benchmark Model 

Most minimal model with 2 copies of 

exhibits all common characteristics. 

Consider one copy. Two colored particles with 
decay modes  

 

 

 

metastable or prompt decays possible. 
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Interaction Strength 

X particles are colored and charged, cannot be 
stable. Interaction must be present. 

Strength of interaction constrained by flavor 
violation. 

 

 

 

Other bounds from flavor or precision 
electroweak are weaker. 
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X Decay Length 
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flavor 
violation R-hadron 

prompt 
decays 

displaced 
vertex 

10-2 10-7 10-8 

for mX=1 TeV 



LHC Phenomenology 

When X is collider stable 

• Discovery as R-hadron. 

 

When X decays promptly 

• X discovery through ZZjj 

• Higgs (or di-Higgs) production. 
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R-hadron case 

X-4/3 heavier by less than 1 GeV, decay to X-1/3 
unobservable. 

Hadronization and interaction properties of R-
hadrons uncertain. Assume: 

• Charged meson 50% of the time, 

• Interactions in calorimeter randomize charge. 

Demand charged track and muon candidate. 
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Kinematics of R-hadrons 
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Selection Cuts 

At least one R-hadron 
reaches the muon 
system, 

• pT > 30 GeV 

•  < 2.5 

• Δt < 25 ns 

• charged in tracker 
and in muon system 
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Selection Cuts 

At least one R-hadron 
reaches the muon 
system, 

• pT > 30 GeV 

•  < 2.5 

• Δt < 25 ns 

• charged in tracker 
and in muon system 
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Prompt Decaying X 
Focus on all-leptonic 

ZZjj mode. 

Background is SM 
ZZ+jets. 

Look for 2 OSSF pairs 
with |mll-mZ|<5GeV 

Take Zj pairing where 
pair masses are 
closer. 
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Higgs Production 

Focus on Zhjj mode 

hWW was considered, now 
obsolete (mh=200 GeV). 

Selection cuts: 

• 4 leptons (2+ 2-), 1 Z 
candidate 

• Z candidate + j pair within 
100 GeV of mX 

BG is ttZ+jets 

Use transverse mass 
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Conclusions 

• Minimal τFDM scenario with thermal coupling 
within reach of next generation DM experiments. 

• Collider phenomenology involves multilepton 
signatures, very clean. 

• Charge and flavor correlations can be used to 
distinguish from vanilla DM. 

• A minimal WIMP DM and grand unification leads 
to the existence of new colored particles at the 
TeV scale that can be collider stable or decay to 
Higgs bosons. 
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Backup Slides 
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Higgs Production 
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